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You just have to hand it to Rovio. With updates to older Angry Birds games, the company keeps the franchise fresh and gets new generations of players while at the same time, running a marketing operation that might be the second best after Disney. We've seen those Angry Birds on everything from candy to t-shirts to bedding. You don't even have
to own a mobile device to know who the Angry Birds are. Update to Angry Birds Rio lets you super-size your Birds The latest update comes to Angry Birds Rio. The festive game was originally launched back in March 2011 and received an update with 12 new levels almost a year later.The latest update for the game brings 24 new levels, but to obtain
them, they must be earned by the player. You need to collect starts to earn 18 special star levels, and collect feathers to receive 6 Mighty Eagle levels.The new update to Angry Birds Rio brings Super Scope laser targeting, which sounds bad for the pigs, and Super Seeds help super-size your birds. There are also some new power ups called Samba
Burst and TNT Drop. The former lets you "dance your way to destruction," while the latter allows you to send a "special delivery". There are now 204 levels in Angry Birds Rio and the update should have already arrived if you previously had downloaded the game. If not, you can head to the Google Play Store or the Apple App Store and download it
now.source: GooglePlayStore, AppStore, PocketGamer via AndroidAuthority Apple on July 20 released iOS 15.6 and iPadOS 15.6, bringing improvements to the live sports experience in the TV app and several bug fixes. WE CELEBRATE WITH A x2 THAT SUMMER HAS ARRIVED IN EUROPE AND WINTER IN SOUTH AMERICA! (Until August 15th)
Angry Birds is a video game designed specifically for Apple IOS by Rovio entertainment company. The finish company launched the game in December 2009. For that within one year the company has sold over 12 million games, manufacturers have started to create versions of the game for Android, Symbian, and Windows Phone. After all these the
company create games for computers, and they have amazing success in a very short period of time. Angry Birds games are now present on play-games.com and are waiting for you to try them. Even if the poultry of the game are always nervous, they are popular for children and are not only for the way in which they are carried out. They are in
different colors like red, yellow, green, blue, and many more. At first, the game was small, with only a few levels, and few birds but after the success had developed more and more. Now we find the game in several forms each with specific names such as Rio, Friends, Star Wars, space, etc. Each game has a specific topic area, and the shown may be
placed in Rio, in space, at sea, in the mountains, or anywhere else. Angry Birds Friends has been created as an application for Facebook in 2012 after which, was launched also for mobile devices. Another game under the name Angry Birds Trilogy was launched on September 25 for video consoles. In all of these games, the birds were always nervous
and agitated and always were put on a quarrel. If at the beginning the game consists of cast in poultry to destroy buildings, play-games.com will now bring Angry Birds games, in which birds' roles are much more. We have make-up games, gaming machines, adventure games, and many others in that our birds are the heroes.Also, you will encounter in
our games all the birds from the game of different shapes and colors because we try to bring you as many as possible of your favorite characters as close. Angry Birds games are designed to develop your imagination, agility and will help you calm down when you're upset because you have no way to not have fun at the sight of birds trying to be bad
but they in reality are very amusing. All this mess created by Angry Birds has led to the production of cartoons with these characters, and the cartoons are as well as Tom and Jerry without voices, only sounds in the background. The first episode was launched on 16 March 2013, and they were drawing tight hundreds of episodes. Play-Games.com
challenges you to play our latest Angry Birds games in which you will meet all that crazy girls. We have tried to bring a game in each category of games because we want to bring you all the best. If you want another Angry Birds games on which we do not have published please tell us and we will publish immediately. Also if you decide you don't like
the games proposed by us, we are waiting for feedback to improve our services. Play-Games.com team wishes you will have fun in the most amusing adventure in which you will go next to the Angry Birds. "Angry Birds Rio" — is created on the plot of the well-known cartoon film "Rio". The action will take place in the city of Rio de Janeiro, which is
located in the very exciting country of Mexico. A small band of evil birds goes there to release their friends from captivity. The creators have pleased us with a new version of the game with angry birds - "Angry Birds Rio". And so, the main task of these evil birds is to rescue their friends, exotic birds of Rio from captivity. They can do this by breaking
cages in which the birds are imprisoned Rio. Remember the laws of physics, charge the evil birds in the slingshot and make accurate shots on the cages. Controls: Game Details: Here is the online game Angry Birds Rio, you can play it for free right now. It has 6112 player votes with an average rating of 4.28. The game's release date is February 2013.
The game can be played on the following platforms: Web Browser (PC), Android / iOS (Mobile). 9/10 - 75 votes Played 11 952 times New episode of the famous Angry Birds series, released for the animated film Rio in 2011. This time, it will not be a question of crushing pigs but of freeing your bird friends trapped in cages. As usual, use the slingshot
to propel yourself into the air and hit the cages to open them. Comments Angry Birds Rio is the third puzzle video game from the Angry Birds series of fun games unblocked. A set of new challenges awaits the players as they rescue several characters from the movie Rio. The game introduces new boss levels and additional elements and instead of
destroying the pigs, players need to free the birds using slingshots. Free Blu and Jewel and other birds by pulling the slingshot back. Find the right angle and hit the cages or boxes and destroy them until you free all the caged birds. It might sound easy but you need to be strategic so you’ll never run out of birds to use. Otherwise, you will lose the
level. You will get extra points if you finish the level without using all the birds, so practice your slingshot skills and hit two or more cages/boxes with one bird. An Upgraded Version of the Original Angry Birds Game Continue your love for Angry Birds in an upgrade version of Angry Birds Rio. Enjoy the new parallax scrolling technique that gives the
game visual depth with the new interface. With many incredibly designed levels, you will surely enjoy taking down Nigel, the bad bird from the movie Rio. There are also nice things you are required to collect so there’s more than one reason to play this game. The Game Keeps Expanding The game initially started with just two chapters with only 30
levels each. But now the game has already released 12 addictive episodes and 320 fun levels and an additional of 72 bonus levels! Every chapter of the game has special fruits that may be found as gold that players can use to unlock levels. Complete all the levels successfully and display all your achievements in the Trophy Room for additional
inspiration. Angry Birds Rio Movie Remember the comedy and adventure from the 2011 Movie plus the crazy antics of Blu and Jewel who fell in love with one another while the cockatoo Nigel kidnapped them. Then there comes the beautiful gameplay of the successful Angry Birds game with the colorful and cute fuming birds. Immerse yourself in this
movie-like game with fluid graphics and sounds. You will definitely love this game like millions of others who did. Angry Birds Rio Cheats, Tips & Tricks Different Birds, Different Use There are many different birds in the game and each bird has their own characters and their unique use. The red bird is the simplest it only impacts the boxes and the
cages. The blue bird splits itself to three before hitting the target if you tap on the screen before letting it go. The yellow bird can dive while the black bird acts like bomb and it triggered upon hitting its target. Mighty Eagle is a Good Investment If you want to advance through the levels, you could invest on a one time purchase of $0.99 and get the
Mighty Eagle will be yours forever. You can use the Mighty Eagle every time you are stuck on a level, the eagle will dive from the sky and smash the monkeys to tiny pieces. But you can only use the eagle once per hour so use it wisely. Use potions to elevate your game experience If you have played the Angry Birds before, you will still find
similar power up items in the Angry Birds Rio version. But aside from the power up items, you can use different potions throughout the game. The power potion has the power to transform any birds into a giant destructive bird. Download Angry Birds Rio now and help those Angry Birds Save Blu and Jewel. You can also check out other arcade games
such as Subway Surfers and Zombie Tsunami here! Adobe flash player not working. You can play other games on our website. Similar flash games game History Bookmarks Little nestlings our famous birds have stolen the evil pink pig, chained them to the cage and hid at the very top of the loft. But evil birds also do not miss, immediately noticing the
absence of the chicks went to look for them. Let's help the main characters of the game Angry Birds Rio free their nestlings out of the trap and bring them home. Release unfortunates can be a powerful slingshot. Nock the slingshot so precisely to get into the cells with chicks. Once the cell house to collapse, chicks freed immediately.
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